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Note to the Reader
The main form of currency in the seventeenth-century Dutch Republic was the
guilder (here, in the Dutch fashion, gulden). Each gulden was divided into 20
stuivers, which, in turn, were worth 8 duiten or 16 penningen each (1=20=160/320).
The average daily wage of a labourer fell between 16-20 stuivers, and an annual
household income was about 500 gulden.
Throughout the seventeenth century, two different calendars were used in
the Dutch Republic. The provinces of Holland and Zeeland used the Gregorian (New
Style) calendar, whilst the other five provinces of the Dutch Republic, Utrecht,
Gelderland, Overijssel, Friesland, and Groningen, continued to use the Julian (Old
Style) calendar until 1700. By the turn of the eighteenth century, these two dating
systems had diverged from one another by ten days, confusing both
contemporaries and modern-day historians alike. Throughout the dissertation, all
dates are in the New Style, unless specified (OS).
Modern anglicised spellings are used for place names. For instance, ‘The
Hague’ is used instead of ‘Den Haag’. Personal names are maintained in their
original language.
In the text, ‘newspaper’ refers to a printed news product which has the
following four qualities: periodicity (it must appear frequently and regularly);
miscellany (a broad scope of coverage); contemporaneity (the news must be up to
date), and public availability.
Dutch newspaper advertising usually came in one of two varieties. First
were notifications that looked to sell either a good or service. In the dissertation,
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they are referred to solely as ‘advertisements.’ Second, are those which were noncommercial in purpose. These included personal appeals, announcements by public
authorities regarding new market days, and notifications concerning wanted
criminals. They are called ‘announcements’ and ‘advertisements’ interchangeably.
Clear distinctions are made when comparing the two categories alongside one
another.
The newspaper advertisements have been translated by Andrew Pettegree
and Arthur der Weduwen, and will be published in the forthcoming News, Business
and the Birth of Modern Advertising. Advertisements and Public Announcements in
Dutch and Flemish Newspapers, 1620-1675 (Brill, 2019). All other translations are
my own.

The following abbreviations for seventeenth-century newspapers are used
throughout the footnotes and captions of the dissertation:
CID
EHD
HWM
ODC
OHD
OHS
OMWC
ORZP
TVQ
WCE

Courante uyt Italien, Duytslandt, &c. (Amsterdam, 1618-1669)
Extraordinaire Haerlemse Donderdaegse Courant (Haarlem, 16671700)
Haegsche Weekelycke Mercurius (II) (The Hague, 1655-1658)
Ordinaris Dingsdaegsche Courante (Amsterdam, 1640-1671)
Oprechte Haerlemse Dingsdaegse Courant (Haarlem, 1658-1700)
Oprechte Haerlemse Saterdaegse Courant (Haarlem, 1659-1700)
Ordinarise Middel-weeckse Courante (Amsterdam, 1638-1669)
Oprechte Rotterdamse Zee-en Post-tijdingen (Rotterdam, 16661668)
Tijdinghen uyt verscheyde Quartieren (Amsterdam, 1619-1671)
Weeckelijcke Courante van Europa (Haarlem, 1656-1658)
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Figure 0.1: Map of the Seventeenth-Century Dutch Republic.
Source: Helmer J. Helmers and Geert H. Janssen (eds), The Cambridge Companion to the Dutch Golden Age
(Cambridge, 2018), p. xxi.
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Introduction: Murder in Weesp
On Monday 2 July 1635, the burgomaster of Weesp was murdered. The magistrates
of nearby Amsterdam quickly named Adriaen Jacobsz Ruycht, a local cobbler, as the
perpetrator. They also offered a substantial reward of 500 gulden to whoever was
able to bring Ruycht in, dead or alive.1 Whilst this appeal was proclaimed in
Amsterdam in time-honoured fashion, the magistrates of the city also took a
relatively novel step.2 They placed their demands in a newspaper advertisement,
which was published five days after the homicide had occurred.3
The world had seen nothing like the Dutch Republic in its seventeenthcentury prime. The United Provinces had rapidly arisen from the chaos of revolt to
become one of the richest countries on earth. 4 With a dynamic economy and
vibrant society, the Dutch Republic stood apart in an era otherwise characterised by
religious unrest and political disorder.5 Yet, as the death of the burgomaster of
Weesp showed, even the greatest of epochs could carry traces of blood. Not
everyone shared in the immense wealth of the Golden Age, with some having to
turn to crime to merely stay afloat.6 Furthermore, newly found prosperity brought
its own share of fresh problems in an ever more urbanised and commercial world.

Andrew Pettegree and Arthur der Weduwen, The Bookshop of the World. Making and Trading
Books in the Dutch Golden Age (New Haven and London, 2019), p. 18.
2 Arthur der Weduwen, 'Selling the Republican Ideal. State Communication in the Dutch Golden Age'
(PhD Dissertation, University of St Andrews, 2018), p. 90.
3 TVQ 27 (Amsterdam: Broer Jansz, 7 July 1635).
4 J. L. Price, The Dutch Republic in the Seventeenth Century (New York, 1998), p. 18.
5 Maarten Prak, The Dutch Republic in the Seventeenth Century, trans. Diane Webb (Cambridge,
2005); Jonathan Israel, The Dutch Republic: Its Rise, Greatness and Fall 1477-1806 (Oxford, 1995);
Dagomar Degroot, The Frigid Golden Age: Climate Change, the Little Ice Age, and the Dutch Republic,
1560-1720 (Cambridge, 2018); Geoffrey Parker, Global Crisis: War, Climate and Catastrophe in the
Seventeenth Century (New Haven and London, 2013).
6 Prak, Dutch Republic, p. 149.
1
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Fortunately for the Dutch, potential solutions to these issues had begun to develop
in an area where they had been prolifically innovative: the periodical press.
The Dutch did not invent the newspaper. 7 That moment of creation had
come in Strasbourg in 1605. 8 Nonetheless, the Dutch Republic, with its abnormally
high literacy rates and sophisticated print industry, offered fertile ground for the
new medium.9 Amsterdam naturally led the way, with the establishment of the
Courante uyt Italien in 1618, the first newspaper to be printed outside of Germany
(figure 0.2).10 A competing publication, the Tijdingen uyt verscheyde Quartieren,
followed within a year. 11 Other print centres outside of Amsterdam eventually
developed their own newspapers, including Utrecht, Haarlem, and The Hague. 12
At the heart of this success lay the vaulting of a substantial hurdle within the
news market. Initially, it had proved difficult for courantiers, newspaper
proprietors, to cover production costs through sales alone. 13 In order to fund
newsgathering and printing, they had to seek additional sources of revenue.14 In
the Dutch Republic, this was largely generated through paid advertising. 15

Andrew Pettegree and Arthur der Weduwen, 'News, Neighbours and Commerce: Newspaper
Advertising in the Information Culture of the Dutch Republic', Early Modern Low Countries 2 (2018),
p. 109.
8 Petition submitted by Johann Carolus in December 1605 to the council of the city of Strasbourg, ed.
and trans. Richard Deveson (Oxford, 2006).
9 Arthur der Weduwen, Dutch and Flemish Newspapers of the Seventeenth Century, 2 vols. (Leiden,
2017), p. 6.
10 Andrew Pettegree, The Invention of News (New Haven, 2014), p. 188.
11 Folke Dahl, 'Amsterdam - Cradle of English Newspapers', The Library 3 (1948), p. 167.
12 Der Weduwen, Newspapers, pp. 89-92.
13 Arthur der Weduwen and Andrew Pettegree, 'Publicity and its Uses. Lost Books as Revealed in
Newspaper Advertisements in the Seventeenth-Century Dutch Republic' in Flavia Bruni and Andrew
Pettegree (eds.), Lost Books. Reconstructing the Print World of Pre-Industrial Europe (Leiden, 2016),
p. 202.
14 Ibid.
15 Pettegree and Der Weduwen, Bookshop, p. 82.
7
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Figure 0.2: One of the earliest surviving Dutch newspapers. CID (Amsterdam: Jan van Hilten, 14 June 1618).
Delpher.
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The earliest extant advertisement in a Dutch newspaper appears in an edition of
the Tijdinghen uyt verscheyde Quartieren from March 1621.16 Throughout the
seventeenth century, advertisements were typically placed at the end of the second
column on the reverse side of a newspaper (figure 0.3).17
Overwhelmingly, the first newspaper advertisements promoted other
products of the printing press, including maps and books.18 Eventually, by 1634, the
sellers of other goods and services had begun to utilise them:
The heirs of the late Bernardus Paludanus, doctor of the town of Enkhuizen,
seek to sell his famous cabinet in a public auction or sale on 1 August.19
1634 also saw the emergence of advertisements that were non-commercial in
purpose: public announcements. 20 These notifications were initially concerned with
the opening of new schools, but they soon diversified.21 After the murder of the
burgomaster of Weesp in 1635, the first advertisement concerning crime was
published.22 Yet, this announcement did far more than tell its audience about a
grim homicide. It marked the first time that an individual or institution used an
advertisement to appeal to fellow readers for assistance. To put it another way, it
saw the first instance of crowdsourcing in a newspaper.

TVQ (Amsterdam: Broer Jansz, 1 March 1621).
Arthur der Weduwen, 'From Piety to Profit: The Development of Newspaper Advertising in the
Dutch Golden Age' in Siv Gøril Brandtzaeg, Paul Goring, and Christine Watson (eds.), Travelling
Chronicles: Episodes in the History of News and Newspapers from the Early Modern Period to the
Eighteenth Century (Leiden, 2018), p. 233.
18 Der Weduwen and Pettegree, 'Publicity', p. 203.
19 CID 14 (Amsterdam: Jan van Hilten, 8 April 1634).
20 Der Weduwen, Newspapers, p. 174.
21 CID 21 (Amsterdam: Jan van Hilten, 27 May 1634).
22 TVQ 27 (Amsterdam: Broer Jansz, 7 July 1635).
16
17

17

Figure 0.3: A seventeenth-century Dutch newspaper advertisement, characteristically placed at the end of the
fourth column of reports. OHD 27 (Haarlem: Abraham Casteleyn, 6 July 1666). Noord-Hollands Archief.

Crowdsourcing, as a term, is thoroughly grounded in the present. 23 Nonetheless, it
usefully encapsulates a desire, which has existed long before the digital revolution,
to try and solve problems by taking them to a wider audience. In the seventeenthcentury Dutch Republic, it was the newspaper that provided the platform for this
promotion. These instances of crowdsourcing revolved around pleas for help, which
arose not only from occurrences of crime, but also in episodes of commercial
misfortune, and genuine carelessness.
In trying to deal with these incidents, the advertisements sought assistance
from the most literate society in Europe. 24 As evidenced by an array of visual and

The first usage of the term is widely attributed to an article from 2006 in the magazine Wired: Jeff
Howe, The Rise of Crowdsourcing, 1 June 2006, <https://www.wired.com/2006/06/crowds>[10
January 2019].
24 Pettegree and Der Weduwen, Bookshop, p. 9.
23
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textual sources, newspapers were read by a diverse range of Dutch men and
women (figure 0.4).25 Consumers stretched beyond those who wished to be
informed for professional purposes.26 Yet, this broad background of readership did
not mean that newspapers were consumed by a vast quantity of people.
Seventeenth-century newspapermen were ultimately unable to produce enough
editions for a truly mass audience, due to the limited capacity of presses and
workmen available.27 The print run of a newspaper rarely exceeded more than two
thousand copies.28 Yet, despite this narrow number of readers, diverse forms of
crowdsourcing solutions still flourished in Dutch newspapers.
Those who got their hands on newspapers largely regarded them as
ephemeral matter.29 As a result of this treatment, only around half of seventeenthcentury Dutch newspapers survive today.30 Most issues only exist in a single copy.31
Even with these lost editions in mind, however, it is still possible to reconstruct a
substantial and representative part of the advertising culture of the Dutch Golden
Age.
This poor survival rate has not prevented the development of a broad
historiography surrounding Dutch newspapers. They have attracted the attention of
scholars from across Europe, including Folke Dahl, Joop Koopmans, and Michiel van

Michiel van Groesen, 'Reading Newspapers in the Dutch Golden Age', Media History 22 (2016), p.
347.
26 Der Weduwen, Newspapers, p. 80.
27 Ibid., p. 83.
28 Pettegree and Der Weduwen, Bookshop, p. 81.
29 Arthur der Weduwen, 'Utrecht's First Newspaper Re-Discovered, Adriaen Leenaertsz and the
Nieuwe courante uyt Italien, Duytslandt ende Nederlant (1623)', Quaerendo 46 (2016), p. 1.
30 Der Weduwen, Newspapers, p. 175.
31 Ibid.
25
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Figure 0.4: Adriaen van Ostade, Reading the News at the Weavers' Cottage, 1673 (Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, 1997.117.10).

Groesen.32 Thanks to increased digitisation and new archival discoveries, recent
scholarship has proved especially abundant, with an increased focus on newspaper

Folke Dahl, Dutch Corantos, 1618-1750: A Bibliography (The Hague, 1946); Joop W. Koopmans,
Early Modern Media and the News in Europe, Perspectives from the Dutch Angle (Leiden, 2018); Van
Groesen, 'Reading Newspapers'.
32
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advertising forming part of this flourishing. Andrew Pettegree and Arthur der
Weduwen have recently used them to great effect in tracing lost books.33
Still, the historians of today are not the only ones to have found these
advertisements useful. In order to avoid a severe punishment from the ruling
authorities, Dutch newspapers largely avoided domestic affairs, focusing instead on
reports from other countries.34 When it did appear, news from the Low Countries
generally focused on military campaigns, and the movements of the House of
Orange.35 Therefore, in order for Dutch newspaper readers to gain a clear insight
into the lives of their fellow citizens, they had little choice other than to look at the
advertisements. As with much of the art of the Golden Age, these notifications
offered the Dutch a reflection of their own world.

Der Weduwen and Pettegree, 'Publicity', p. 207.
Pettegree and Der Weduwen, 'News', p. 106.
35 Ibid., p. 105.
33
34
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Chapter One: Lost and Found
With the murder of the burgomaster of Weesp in 1635, appeals for assistance in
Dutch newspapers got off to a violent, but ultimately slow start. It was not until
1642 that crowdsourcing resurfaced in the periodical press.36 This lengthy gap
cannot be solely attributed to an incomplete source base, as commercial
advertisements still dominated the news market at this time.37 Non-commercial
announcements made up only a tiny fraction of newspaper advertising.
Nonetheless, as announcements themselves grew in popularity, so did the
practice of asking for help in newspapers (figure 1.1). From 1642 onwards, the
number of crowdsourcing announcements consistently increased as the
seventeenth century progressed. In the early 1650s, more than half of all
announcements concerned appeals placed by individuals or institutions.
The quantity of announcements in Dutch newspapers continued to rise into
the 1660s, and this was accompanied by a growing diversification. Announcements
publicising markets, infrastructure projects, and the postal service all increased in
popularity.38 As a result, the number that crowdsourced stabilised to just over a
third of announcements, and around 10% of all advertising, both commercial and
non-commercial. In a remarkably short amount of time, advertisements that
appealed for assistance had become an established feature of the Dutch news
market.

TVQ 43 (Amsterdam: Broer Jansz, 25 October 1642).
Der Weduwen, 'Piety', p. 239.
38 Pettegree and Der Weduwen, 'News', pp. 109-112.
36
37
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Figure 1.1. Crowdsourcing Announcements in Dutch Newspapers, 1635-1668
Years
Surviving
Issues
Issues with
Announcements
(% of Surviving
Issues with
Announcements)

1635-39
421

1640-44
631

1645-49
666

1650-54
322

1655-59
671

1660-64
219

1665-68
1027

Total
3957

10
(2.4%)

32
(5.1%)

51
(7.7%)

40
(12.4%)

93
(13.5%)

107
(48.9%)

314
(30.6%)

647
(16.4%)

Announcements

10

34

51

46

116

151

399

807

Crowdsourcing
Announcements
(% of Total
Announcements)

1
(10.0%)

10
(29.4%)

26
(51.0%)

28
(60.9%)

32
(27.6%)

55
(36.4%)

155
(38.9%)

307
(38.0%)

Growth not only came in the quantity of crowdsourcing advertisements, but also in
the range of problems that they looked to solve. Whilst they differed in character
and length, at the heart of all of these announcements was an incident.
The advertisements opened up a kaleidoscopic world of lost and stolen
items. Theft, in its various forms, was the most commonly committed offence in the
Dutch Republic.39 Criminals could make off with a contrasting quantity of spoils.
On 30 January a pair of pendants were stolen. The pendants feature
between 32 and 36 stones with hearts named Sesoen-rose, and painted on
the back with flowers. Whoever finds them is kindly requested to deliver
them to the knecht of the silversmiths’ guild in Amsterdam, where they will
receive a good reward.40
There has been stolen in The Hague two silk skirts, a velvet cape, and a
variety of linen, napkins, tablecloths, bedding and undershirts, all signed
M.B, as well as five silver spoons, a gold ring with seven jewels, a golden
hoop, two rose rings, and a golden needle. Whoever finds the same
possessions is kindly requested to address themselves to the knecht of the
silversmith’s guild in The Hague . . . . The goods were stolen by a maid, short
Manon van der Heijden, Women and Crime in Early Modern Holland (Leiden, 2016), p. 25 and Paul
Zumthor, Daily Life in Rembrandt's Holland, trans. Simon Watson Taylor (Stanford University Press,
1994), p. 253.
40 OHD 5 (Haarlem: Abraham Casteleyn, 2 February 1666).
39
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of stature, pale of face, with brown hair. Whoever apprehends her will
receive a good reward.41
As both of these adverts from 1666 demonstrate, jewellery was often a preferred
target of thieves. Diamonds, rings, and necklaces naturally offered a valuable return
if sold on, or exchanged at the pawnshop.42 Clothing, silverware, and textiles were
also repeatedly listed as stolen.43 Even horses fell victim to opportunistic criminals:
During the night from last Friday and Saturday a black horse was stolen from
the meadow on the Overtoom along the Heiligeweg. Any information on the
theft is to be supplied to Hendrick Jansz, gatekeeper of the Heiligeweg
gate.44
The renowned art of the Golden Age was not exempt from crime either. On 2 April
1661, readers of the Haerlemse Saterdaegse Courant were told in an
announcement that ‘a landscape with a few cows by Jan Wijnants’ had been stolen
in Haarlem.45
Alongside these robberies were some astonishing occurrences of items
being mislaid. Once again, it is jewellery that featured most prominently here. In
1643, newspaper readers may have been amazed by whoever had lost a large
quantity of diamonds in Amsterdam:
Various diamonds have been lost, in total twenty-four, of which six are red,
totalling 36.5 carats, six are ‘Nyve’ stones, three are yellowish, one is large
and round, two are imperfect, one a Malacca diamond and two others. Any
information is to be supplied to Jacobo del Monte, living in Amsterdam
across the Sint Antonis sluice. A reward of a hundred gulden will be given to
those who can retrieve them and hand them in.46

OHS 51 (Haarlem: Abraham Casteleyn, 18 December 1666).
Van der Heijden, Women, p. 67.
43 ORZP 26 (Rotterdam: Isaac Naeranus, 31 March 1667); ODC 31 (Amsterdam: Sara Vlaminck, 27
July 1649); CID 48 (Amsterdam: Jan van Hilten, 30 November 1647).
44 ODC 19 (Amsterdam: Willemijntje Broersz, 12 May 1654).
45 OHS 14 (Haarlem: Abraham Casteleyn, 2 April 1661).
46 CID 25 (Amsterdam: Jan van Hilten, 20 June 1643).
41
42
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Figure 1.2: A painting similar to this was stolen in 1661. Jan Wijnants, Landscape with Cows on a Country Road,
c. 1655-1684 (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, SK-A-493).

Figure 1.3: The woodcut here is probably the first image to appear in a Dutch newspaper. CID 3 (Amsterdam:
Otto Barentsz Smient, 15 January 1667). Delpher.
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In 1667, in an effort to find a missing diamond, the publishers of the Courante uyt
Italien went beyond providing a description of the absent jewel. 47 Beside their
advertisement, they placed a woodcut illustration of the ‘gold case’ which had
contained the gem (figure 1.3).48 This, despite its crudity, is possibly the first image
to appear in a Dutch newspaper. 49
Watches, in varying shapes and specifications, were also commonly
reported as lost.50 Yet, not all items that went astray were pocket-sized. The
advertisements regularly described anxious dog owners searching for their runaway
pets.51 Most surprisingly of all, even entire boats featured as missing:
On 7 December there was lost off Pampus a sloop named the Amsterdamse
Wapen, with six oars. Whoever finds the sloop is requested to deliver it to
skipper Ide Symonsz Burgh on the Lindengracht in the Jonge Goyer, where
they will receive a good reward.52
It is especially illuminating when lost and stolen items are compared with each
other. With one exception, bonds were solely listed as lost.53 Stolen bonds were
difficult to cash in, making them a largely frivolous pursuit for thieves. Nonetheless,
the value of these missing debt-servicing instruments could be the equivalent to
the cost of a large townhouse in Amsterdam:
There has gone missing a bond worth 2,000 Flemish pounds, or 12,000
gulden, issued by the Zeeland chamber of the East India Company, dated 21
November 1666, on the name of Adriaen de Raet, lawyer at the Court of
Utrecht. Whoever finds the same bond, is requested to deliver it to the
owner in Utrecht, for which they will receive a reward of 50 gulden.54
CID 3 (Amsterdam: Otto Barentsz Smient, 15 January 1667).
Ibid.
49 Pettegree and Der Weduwen, Bookshop, p. 381.
50 ODC 34 (Amsterdam: Sara Vlaminck, 18 August 1648).
51 CID 25 (Amsterdam: Otto Barentsz Smient, 20 June 1665).
52 ODC 50 (Amsterdam: Sara Vlaminck, 13 December 1661).
53 OHD 17 (Haarlem: Abraham Casteleyn, 26 April 1667).
54 OHS 52 (Haarlem: Abraham Casteleyn, 29 December 1668), and Jan de Vries and Ad van der
Woude, The First Modern Economy: Success, Failure and Perseverance of the Dutch Economy, 15001815 (Cambridge, 1997), p. 113.
47
48
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Conversely, Bibles were regularly listed as stolen in the announcements, and yet
they never appeared as a clumsily misplaced item.55 The advertisements indicate
that the Dutch took greater care over pages of spiritual significance, than scraps of
paper with an immense monetary value.
Along with these fascinating insights into missing items were
advertisements of a more moving nature: those which concerned missing
children.56 The Dutch Republic was a highly urbanised and mobile country.57 On the
bustling streets of its cities, it was easy for children to become separated from their
parents:
A boy, around ten years old, has gone missing in Amsterdam. He was
wearing a dark, liver-coloured tunic, with black trousers, and a coloured hat.
His name is Jacob Barentsz. Whoever finds him is requested to bring him to
Evert Jochemsz, broom-maker living below the bourse.58
Alarmingly, children were even abducted.59 The advertisements also describe
instances where children have deliberately run away. In April 1654, a ten year-old
boy named Hendrick Dircksz left his home in Amsterdam following a ‘reprimand’
from his parents.60 His father died of grief two weeks after he had vanished.61
What is especially heart-rendering in these advertisements is the vivid detail
with which they capture the absent:
On 23 July, around noon, a girl of around five years old went missing in
Amsterdam. She walks a little bad, has a small round blemish on her cheek,
is quite thin, and was dressed in an old Kasante cloth, with green sleeves,
and a blue skirt of Karsay. It is believed she was taken by a beggar. Whoever
Der Weduwen and Pettegree, 'Publicity', p. 213.
Pettegree and Der Weduwen, 'News', p. 107.
57 De Vries and Van der Woude, Modern Economy, p. 60.
58 ODC 35 (Amsterdam: Willemijntje Broersz, 24 August 1649).
59 EHD 50 (Haarlem: Abraham Casteleyn, 13 December 1668) and Van der Heijden, Women p. 45.
60 TVQ 20 (Amsterdam: Lijsbeth Philips and Jan Jacobsz, 16 May 1654).
61 Ibid.
55
56
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can bring her home to her father, Jacob Helmichsz Brinck, tailor, living on
the Prinsengracht at the Westerkerk, will receive a good reward.62
These announcements contribute to a wider fixation on childhood that was
particularly prevalent in the seventeenth-century Dutch Republic (figure 1.4).63

Figure 1.4: Gerard ter Borch, Helena van der Schalcke, c. 1648 (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, K-A-1786).

Fortunately, amongst all this trauma came occasional glimmers of hope. In June
1648, Pieter Buys took out an advert in the Ordinarise Middel-weeckse Courante
informing readers that a purse, which had been left in Amsterdam, could be
collected from him.64 This helpful form of notifying was even done by those who
worked at the heart of Dutch politics:

TVQ 30 (Amsterdam: Broer Jansz, 25 July 1642).
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64 OMWC 27 (Amsterdam: Sara Vlaminck, 29 June 1649).
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On 17 January a two year-old boy was found in The Hague, at the Binnenhof
on the corner of the Singel. The boy is pale of face, with blond hair, and is
wearing white, red and yellow skirts, and a grey jacket and cap. The boy is to
be found with Gillis Kegelaer, at the Binnenhof. 65
Beyond this world of misfortune, individuals also used crowdsourcing
announcements in the thriving commercial sector of the Dutch Republic. In 1658, a
craftsman used a newspaper advertisement to ask for help in protecting his latest
creation:
The inventor of the new hammer mills, who recently gained a twelve-year
privilege to construct and sell these mills, warns his competitors that they
will be fined 300 gulden if they are found to be reproducing said mills, and
their material will be confiscated. . . . Any informer who notifies the inventor
of a breach of privilege will enjoy a cut of the fine.66
Although crowdsourcing in Dutch newspapers may have begun with a murder,
violent crime itself remained a relative rarity in the advertisements. This reflects a
society in which serious crimes were both infrequent, and seldom sensationalised
in print culture.67 Nonetheless, when they appeared, these announcements stood
out for their grizzly detail:
The magistrates of Gouda give notice that Jan Jansz, also known as Jan
Mouritsz, is wanted for the murder of his wife, whom he stabbed eight
times on 11 or 12 January, and who died on 17 January from her wounds.
Jansz is from Gouda, 27 years old, and had recently returned from the East
Indies. He is of middling length, little scarred, with short and curly blond
hair, dressed in a grey tunic, and a brown innocent with gold buttons, and a
red hat. A reward of 300 gulden will be due to the person who apprehends
Jansz.68

ODC 7 (Amsterdam: Willemijntje Broersz, 16 February 1655).
ODC 5 (Amsterdam: Willemijntje Broersz, 29 January 1658).
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Whilst the authorities were trying to track down wanted criminals, they also found
the occasional problem in keeping apprehended offenders behind bars:
Thys Jacobsz, alias Thys Pellen, from Warmont, has been banned for twentytwo years to the Rasphuys in Leiden, but has cunningly escaped. He is a
strong young man, around 30 years of age, weighing around 200 pounds, is
a carpenter, and has little or no beard. Whoever is able to point out Jacobsz
to the bailiff of Warmont will receive a reward of 100 gulden, and will
remain anonymous.69
Ultimately, these advertisements sought to tackle a broad plethora of incidents
from the criminal underworld, the commercial sphere, and beyond. Whilst the
newspapers were printed in only a handful of places, mainly Amsterdam, Haarlem,

Figure 1.5: Map of the Dutch Republic annotated with the locations of incidents described in crowdsourcing
advertisements. Wikimedia Commons.
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and The Hague, the geographical coverage of the advertisements stretched far
beyond the major urban centres of Holland (figure 1.5). Incidents appeared in the
announcements from as far north as Groningen, Franeker, and Harlingen.70 Breda
and Vlissingen in the deep south of the Dutch Republic also featured.71 Even the
postmaster in Den Bosch placed an advertisement about an uncollected parcel in a
newspaper printed in Amsterdam, over seventy kilometres away.72
Moreover, incidents also appeared from beyond the boundaries of the
Dutch Republic:
Jochem van Einbeck, a lackey from Braunschweig, has stolen in Paris a
variety of coins, medals, watches and jewellery . . . . He has served
previously in Heidelberg for the Elector Palatine, in Kasssel for the
Landgrave of Hessen and with the Count Koningsmarck when he was the
ambassador in Paris. Whoever can locate the thief is requested to address
Sr. H. Nieuwhof in Amsterdam, Dr Sauter in Leipzig or Monsieur du Lauvani
in Hamburg, for which they will receive a reward of 250 gulden. 73
This vast geographical scope demonstrated two concurrent and overlapping
phenomena. First, as Der Weduwen has argued, was the wide circulation of Dutch
newspapers.74 Placing an advertisement represented a substantial investment for
an individual or institution.75 The fact that this was undertaken from such a broad
spread of locations exhibited a confidence in the ability of newspapers to reach a
national audience.76

OHD 12 (Haarlem: Abraham Casteleyn, 22 March 1667); OMWC 41 (Amsterdam: Sara Vlaminck, 10
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Casteleyn, 10 November 1667).
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Figure 1.6: The trekvaart network after 1665. De Vries, Barges, p. 35.

Second, was a concern over the movements of criminals and stolen goods. The
growth of crowdsourcing in newspapers coincided with a dramatic series of
improvements in the Dutch transport system. By 1665, twenty-two cities of the
United Provinces were linked together by newly-built canals, or trekvaart.77 The
network largely consisted of two lines, which were joined by the Zuiderzee (figure
1.6).78 With these enhancements, travel in the Dutch Republic was made more
reliable, frequent, and flexible than ever before. As Dagomar Degroot has

Jan de Vries, Barges and Capitalism: Passenger Transportation in the Dutch Economy, 1632-1839
(Utrecht, 1981), p. 34.
78 Ibid., pp. 53-54.
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demonstrated, these networks largely remained resilient, even in the coldest
winters of the seventeenth century.79
These sophisticated infrastructural improvements were crucial for both the
expansion of the Dutch economy, and the dissemination of newspapers. 80 Yet, as
Florike Egmond argues, they also aided criminals.81 A prospective robber would
have, for instance, been able to get themselves, and their loot, from Delft to
Haarlem by canal in a matter of hours.82 Overnight barges, which could be found
across Holland and Utrecht, offered an especially advantageous form of getaway
vehicle.83 Due to efficient transportation, local problems in the Dutch Republic
would often require a national audience to solve them. The newspapers presented
a way of meeting this challenge.
Over the course of three decades, crowdsourcing in Dutch newspapers had
blossomed. This notable genre of advertising had proved adaptable to a diverse
range of problems from across the Dutch Republic and Europe. Some of these
incidents were deeply touching, whilst others seemed entirely preposterous. Yet,
these advertisements offered far more than just an entertaining set of narratives.
They also brought together a cast of characters from across the social spectrum.
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Chapter Two: Victims and Suspects
Margrieta Agneta Joachimi was certainly not lacking in persistence. On 8 August
1656 she lost two bonds, both of which had been made out by the receiver-general
of public revenues, Philips Doubleth.84 In an attempt to track down her lost assets,
Joachimi took out an advertisement in an edition of the Haegsche Weekelycke
Mercurius, which was published on 18 August 1656. 85 Despite the promise of a
‘great reward’, the bonds failed to materialise, so Joachimi placed the same advert
in the next issue of the Mercurius.86 Moreover, an advertisement identical to these
two notifications subsequently appeared in the Weeckelijcke Courante van Europa,
a new periodical printed in Haarlem by Abraham Casteleyn.87
With her drive and determination, Joachimi was something of a rarity. She
was a person who had clearly befallen misfortune, but who was nonetheless willing
to be named explicitly in an attempt to solve her predicament. On the whole, those
closest to the various incidents described in crowdsourcing advertisements were
seldom listed. Instead, these victims, who were only named in a tenth of the
announcements, remained hidden, cloaked by their occupation or age:
On Christmas Day there was stolen in The Hague, and cut from a child’s
neck, an oval gold medallion with a ring, the breadth of a half silver ducat,
featuring on one side the portrait of the old Elector Palatine, and on the
other his coat of arms. If anyone finds the same, they are requested to
address the knecht of the goldsmiths’ guild in The Hague, for which they will
receive four ducats in reward.88

HWM 72 (The Hague: Gerard Lodewijck van der Macht, 18 August 1656).
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In the rare occasions that they do feature, victims largely belonged to the noble
classes of the Dutch Republic.89 They were repeatedly linked to servants who had
stolen from their wealthy employers:
The baron of Schaesberg, lord of Hardenberg, gives notice that his servant
Michiel, also known as Giel, was sent out to collect 250 rijksdaalders, but
has run away with the money. Michiel is around 40 years old, not tall, but
rather fat, he has black curly hair, a tanned face, and was born in
Valkenburg. He was dressed in a grey and red cloth, with red and white
buttons. Whoever apprehends him will receive 40 rijksdaalders as a
reward.90
The prominence of the nobility in this regard does not mean that crowdsourcing in
Dutch newspapers was the preserve of a rich elite. The sheer range of professions
that appeared in the advertisements, including surgeons, bargemen, and brewers,
would suggest otherwise.91 Rather, these clear connections involving the nobility
were made in order to provide indispensable points of background information.
On the whole, victims largely remained anonymous due to concerns over
personal reputations. A great deal of time and energy was devoted to the
upholding of honour in the Dutch Republic, and integral to this preservation was an
image of financial security.92 Anything, therefore, that could rupture wider
perceptions of an individual’s wealth or business, such as featuring in an
advertisement about lost property, was best avoided.
Fraud was the only category of crime in which victims always made their
identities clear in the newspapers. Honour matters once again here, as the

Sherrin Marshall, The Dutch Gentry, 1500-1650 (New York, 1987), p. 2.
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advertisements allowed victims to revive their societal standing. Even those at the
heart of the news market were affected by fraud. In 1658, the printer of the
Courante uyt Italien took out an announcement, which described how someone
had been deceitfully impersonating his nephew for financial gain:
A young man of around 21 or 22 years of age, with a good physique, dressed
in grey clothes and a cape, and well-spoken, has visited booksellers in
various towns to demand payment for subscription to the newspaper of
Otto Smient: he has claimed to be Adriaen Smient, saying that he is a
nephew of Smient; all booksellers are therefore cautioned, not to give
money to any person, unless the bill has been signed by Smient; and if any
are able to point out the same person, they will enjoy a reward.93
Victims, both named and anonymous, frequently placed in their advertisements the
date of the original incident that they were hoping to resolve. The gap between an
event and the publication of an announcement describing it could be considerably
brief (figure 2.1).94 For instance, on the evening of 5 March 1668, a watch was
stolen from a worshipper at the Oude Kerk in Amsterdam.95 An advertisement
appealing for its return appeared the following day, in an edition of the Oprechte
Haerlemse Dingsdaegse Courant.96 Clearly, some individuals caught up in the
anxiety of losing an item would turn to the newspapers almost immediately.97
There is another side to this. The pause between occasion and
advertisement could stretch into months (figure 2.2). In May 1666, for instance,
John Webster used an announcement in the Courante uyt Italien to ask for help in
finding some lost silverware:

TVQ 21 (Amsterdam: Lijsbeth Philips and Jan Jacobsz Boumam, 25 May 1658), and Der Weduwen,
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Figure 2.1: Number of days after an original incident until the publication of advertisement detailing it. From
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John Webster gives notice of the loss of various silverware in Amsterdam in
1665, including spoons, forks, chandeliers, pots, saltshakers, fruit bowls,
cups, a golden chain made in the East Indies, and other valuables. A 200
gulden reward will be due to whomever retrieves and returns the goods to
Webster.98
In January 1667, Webster placed a near identical advertisement in the same
newspaper, over a year after his items had originally vanished. 99 It is in incidents
such as these, with their lengthy time gaps, that newspaper advertising may have
presented a final untested option. Other forms of appealing for assistance could
have been tried first, such as the town crier or neighbourhood organisations. 100
Alternatively, these announcements may have formed part of insurance policies,
and acted as a way of determining if something, or someone, was truly lost for
good. This was likely the case in one of the most moving instances in all of Dutch
advertising. In 1658, a woman appealed for information on her missing husband in
the Haegsche Weekelycke Mercurius. He had disappeared eighteen years before
this advertisement was published:
Abigale van den Hove appeals for information of the whereabouts of her
husband Doctor Dick van Dam, who fled The Hague in 1640 and is believed
to hide out in the countryside. Van den Hove has not received any
correspondence from her husband, but wishes to spend the remainder of
her days with him in a proper Christian household. Dirck van Dam is around
70 years old, is blond of hair, of moderate height, and has a scar on his nose.
Van den Hove can be addressed at her house in The Hague in the
Herdersstraat.101
Whilst named victims of misfortune, such as Van den Hove, remained few and far
between, the picture is considerably different when it came to the alleged
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perpetrators of crime. Suspects regularly featured in newspaper advertisements,
and these supposed robbers, fraudsters, and murderers came from a variety of
backgrounds.
The seventeenth-century Dutch Republic was a melting pot of different
nationalities. With a high demand for labour, a decent standard of living, and a
degree of religious toleration, the United Provinces offered a particularly attractive
prospect for migrant workers.102 It is estimated that, from 1600-1800, over 500,000
immigrants settled in the Dutch Republic, meaning that 6-8% of the population was
of foreign descent.103 They were largely concentrated in major urban centres.104 For
instance, one-third of those marrying in seventeenth-century Amsterdam were not
born in the Dutch Republic.105
This influx was especially important for industrial innovation and economic
expansion.106 Yet, this commercial gain did not mean that foreigners were
necessarily well-integrated into Dutch society.107 As Manon van der Heijden points
out, their habits, dress, and different ways of speaking would have undoubtedly
attracted attention and, in some cases, hostility.108 In the newspaper
advertisements, foreigners were regularly named as suspects:
On 8 February, a certain person named Godfrid Wever, who has served for
four years as lackey of Her Excellency the Dowageress Van den Bergh,
residing in Ghoor, in the county of Horn, near Roermond, has broken into a
chest, and took from it around 600 to 700 Rijksdaalders. This Wever is a
De Vries and Van der Woude, Modern Economy, p. 72.
Jan Lucassen and Rinus Penninx, Newcomers, Immigrants and their Descendants in the
Netherlands, 1550-1995, trans. Michael Wintle (Amsterdam, 1997), p. 19.
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(2005), p. 46, and J. L. Price, Dutch Society, 1588-1713 (Harlow, 2000), p. 190.
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German, around 25 or 26 years old, and has blond hair. Whoever finds him,
and the money, even if it is only 500 Rijksdaalders, will receive a reward of
100 Rijksdaalders. They are to address themselves in Dordrecht with Jasper
and Joannes Goris, booksellers.109
Jews are another group who, despite their minority in numbers, often featured as
suspects in the advertisements. The situation of the Jewish people varied across the
Dutch Republic, although by the mid-seventeenth century they were allowed to
settle in a number of cities, including Middelburg, Amsterdam, and Rotterdam.110
Whilst most Jews engaged successfully in commerce, a small number did turn to
crime. These lawbreakers were usually the poorest in their groups, although the
occasional community leader did fall under suspicion:
On 21 March there was stolen in Leiden from various people, a coral case,
with silver clasps and four silver legs, as well as five gold rings, a diamond
rose ring with seven jewels . . . and a silver medal, with the name ‘Johannes
Backery’. These stolen goods were all taken by a short person, a Jewish
Rabbi named Israel Abraham, who has short curled black hair and a fair face.
He is around 26 years old, speaks very good Hebrew, and is from Germany.
He is short and fast-paced, and was dressed in various sorts of clothes.
Whoever finds him or the goods is to address the knecht of the gold or
silversmiths’ guild in Leiden, for which they will receive a good reward. 111
As this incident demonstrates, Jews generally stole what they were specialised in
trading: jewellery, gold, and silver.112 Moreover, as Egmond has shown, they also
organised themselves into criminal gangs, and there are a few examples of Jewish
thieves working together in the advertisements. 113 On the whole, a heavy
association between the Jewish people and criminal activity does emanate from the
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advertisements.114 In one announcement from 1659, a fleeing debtor is even
described as ‘quite similar to a Jew’.115

Figure 2.3: Rembrandt van Rijn, Portrait of a Young Jew, c. 1657 (Gemäldegalerie, Berlin, 828m).

The maidservant is another figure of suspicion that clearly emerges from the
advertisements. In a number of respects, maidservants were in an ideal position to
commit crime. They had wealthy employers, they knew where most of the
valuables were kept, and they usually slept in the ground floor kitchen, which
allowed them to easily slip away unnoticed.116
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The responsibility of minimising these risks fell upon the shoulders of the
housewife. Manuals warned them not to pay maidservants too stringently because,
if left unguarded, their supposed natural instincts would turn the household upsidedown:
On 10 October there was stolen from the house of Jan Michielsz d’Raef on
the Kalverstraat a variety of silverware and linen. The thief is Marye van
Aurick, the maid of d’Raef: she is tall, ugly of face, with many pockmarks,
small eyes, thick lips and large breasts. She is from East Frisia, and was
wearing a black dress and a blue apron. Whoever apprehends her will
receive a 50 gulden reward.117
It is unsurprising, given the close proximity they had to their employers, that
accused maidservants were often accompanied by detailed descriptions of their
appearance. As with other suspects, the rhetoric used in these portrayals was
uncompromisingly hostile, with a particular emphasis on grotesque bodily features.
Naturally, advertisements that mention suspected maidservants focus
entirely on runaways, but this final flight may have been proceeded by smaller
crimes, which were subsequently covered up. For example, a maidservant could
point out to their master that a silver spoon was missing, and ask for money to
obtain a new one. They would then purchase a cheaper replacement at market and
pocket the difference, along with the original spoon. 118 So when Anneken, the maid
of a school in Nes aan de Amstel, fled her employer with some stolen goods in
1653, this may have been the final act in a series of thefts. 119
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Figure 2.4: Nicholas Maes, The Listening Maid, 1656, (The Wallace Collection, London, P224).

Of course, this trickery was equally applicable to male servants, who appeared in
newspaper advertisements almost as often as their female counterparts. 120
Maidservants are worth focusing on here, however, because their presence in the
advertisements reflected a wider cultural concern. An air of suspicion surrounding
maids could be found in the plays, poetry, and paintings of the Dutch Golden Age
(figure 2.4).121 According to the announcements, this cliché certainly had some
groundings in reality.
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Still, there was a potentially darker side to this criminal activity.
Maidservants were especially vulnerable to sexual exploitation from their largely
male employers.122 In some rare instances, masters were taken to court and
convicted for their actions, but this could be a humiliating and gruelling process for
accuser and defendant.123 An opportunistic robbery presented a far less
intimidating alternative in taking revenge. Of course, this sort of motive was never
alluded to in the advertisements, but it should not be ruled out entirely either.
A world of contrasts ultimately emerged between the victims and suspects
in the advertisements. Those who had befallen crime or misfortune largely
remained anonymous, whilst alleged perpetrators frequently featured. This
disparity revolved around the impacts of being named in print. For victims, an
appearance in a crowdsourcing announcement could be potentially humiliating.
Most only featured out of absolute necessity.
The more regular naming of suspects in the advertisements could, along
with detailed descriptions, serve as useful warnings to others. These alleged
wrongdoers mostly worked in industries with large turnovers of labour. Prospective
employers, therefore, could be easily informed about mistrustful jobseekers by
looking at newspaper advertisements. This cautionary system, however, did not
just apply to lawbreakers on the run. The seventeenth-century Dutch Republic did
not have a national judicial system, meaning that criminals could only be banished
locally. This would merely deposit a problematic person on the doorstep of a
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nearby province.124 Newspapers, with their broad geographical circulation, offered
one way of dealing with this difficult issue.
As the advertisements themselves showed, crime or misfortune could strike
anyone in the Dutch Republic, regardless of their wealth or status. Misconduct was
also committed by a broad range of people, but there is a particular prominence of
excluded and economically vulnerable groups in the announcements. Ultimately,
those behind the advertisements, on both sides of the law, were as diverse as the
problems that these notifications hoped to solve. How sympathetic newspaper
readers would go about offering assistance, or even bringing closure to these
incidents, was a different matter entirely.
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Chapter Three: Contact and Reward
The daily lives of Dutch newspaper readers were seldom quiet. Work, prayer,
eating, drinking, and reading all took up considerable time.125 The little that
remained was rarely going to be spent volunteering in support of their fellow
citizens: they needed an incentive. Fortunately, a large majority of crowdsourcing
advertisements offered some form of reward (figures 3.1 and 3.2).
Just under half of these enticements were left creatively unspecified. A
reward could be ‘great’, ‘honest’, or ‘good’.126 Whilst the actual value of these
vague incentives largely remain shrouded in mystery, in a few instances, clarity was
subsequently provided by the advertisements. For instance, in April 1657, the
readers of the Haegsche Weekelycke Mercurius were informed of a particularly
hefty robbery:
On 13 April there was stolen in The Hague a large quantity of diamonds and
jewellery, including a bracelet with 35 small diamonds and a little portrait of
the Princess Royal. If anyone has information about the theft then they are
to address Pieter vander Veen in The Hague . . . . The informant will remain
anonymous, and receive a good reward. 127
Unfortunately, the missing jewellery did not return instantaneously. Two months
later, an announcement describing the same theft was printed in the Weeckelijcke
Courante van Europa.128 This time, ‘500 gulden’ was offered, instead of a ‘good
reward’.129 This alteration may have been borne out of frustration, or at the
insistence of a different newspaperman.
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Figure 3.1: Value of Rewards Offered in Crowdsourcing Advertisements, 1635-1668.
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500 gulden was a substantial amount of money in the seventeenth-century Dutch
Republic. It matched the annual salary of a successful independent trader. 130 This
was not, however, a point of extremity when it came to incentivising. In 1667, an
astronomical 4,000 gulden was promised for the finder of a diamond that had been
lost in Amsterdam.131 Naturally, rewards of 300, 200, and 100 gulden appeared
more regularly than these four figure sums, but they still presented a worthwhile
boost to a person’s income, regardless of their pre-existing wealth.132
Rewards over 100 gulden were usually offered by either one of two groups:
those looking for valuable items, and the public authorities. The latter presented
understandably generous bounties for the apprehension of violent criminals:
The magistrates of Amsterdam give notice that Jacobus de Vries from
Gorinchem, a soldier in the garrison of Amsterdam serving under Captain
Lambert Wiesen, has murdered Huybrecht Wigtright last Saturday evening.
The magistrates offer a reward of 300 gulden for the arrest of De Vries.133
These vast rewards coexisted alongside other incentives which, on first glance,
appeared far smaller in stature:
On 17 June there was lost in Amsterdam a silver pocket watch, made in
Amsterdam by Hendrick Beeck. The finder of the watch will receive a 12
gulden reward from Bartholomeus Schouwers, bookseller on the Dam. 134
This advertisement contains one of the smallest explicit rewards in all of Dutch
advertising. Even so, 12 gulden could still get you a considerable way in the Dutch
Republic. In 1660, when this appeal was published, it could purchase 119 kilograms
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of ryebread, or 270 litres of beer.135 It also easily covered the annual subscription of
a weekly newspaper.136
Not all cash incentives, however, were printed in gulden, as the monetary
arrangements of the Dutch Republic were far from systematic. 137 Along with the
dominant gulden, currency also circulated in various other forms.138 This diverse
picture, as Jacobi argues, resulted from the different coin producers within the
United Provinces, and an intense engagement with international trade. 139 The
States General looked to manage this somewhat chaotic situation by producing
manuals, which juxtaposed the various denominations of available coinage (figure
3.4).140 Occasionally, advertisements that appealed for assistance reflected this
multifaceted monetary situation:
An oval pearl encased within 61 [sic] carat gold has been lost. . . . Whoever
finds the jewel is kindly requested to deliver it to the knecht of the
goldsmiths’ guild in Amsterdam, where they will receive as a reward 100
rijksdaalders.141
The reward here roughly corresponded to 260 gulden.142 Rijksdaalders were heavy
trade coins produced within the Dutch Republic, and they were largely designated
for dealings abroad.143 Silver ducats, which were similarly used for international
ventures, also appeared as incentives:

Computed using Jan Luiten van Zanden, ‘The prices of the most important consumer goods, and
indices of wages and the cost of living in the western part of the Netherlands, 1450-1800', in Jan
Luiten van Zanden (ed.), The ISIH List of Datafiles of Historical Prices and Wages, accessible at
http://www.iisg.nl/hpw/brenv.php.
136 Der Weduwen, Newspapers, pp. xvii and 84.
137 De Vries and Van der Woude, Modern Economy, p. 81.
138 Pettegree and Der Weduwen, Bookshop, p. 17.
139 De Vries and Van der Woude, Modern Economy, p. 82 and H. W. Jacobi, 'Het geld van de
Republiek', Leidschrift 13 (1998), p. 117.
140 Jacobi, 'Het geld', p. 117, and Beeldenaer (The Hague, 1626). USTC 1023799.
141 OMWC 23 (Amsterdam: Sara Vlaminck, 15 June 1666).
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Figure 3.3: Beeldenaer (The Hague, 1626), title page.
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Figure 3.4: This extract illustrates different Rijksdaalders from Kampen, Zwolle, and Groningen. Beeldenaer (The
Hague, 1626), p. 42.
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According to the proclamation made last Friday in Amsterdam, all are
hereby notified that Jacob Felle . . . has stolen a considerable sum of money
from the bank of Amsterdam. A reward of 1,000 silver ducats will be issued
to the person who ensures that he falls in the hands of justice, and his name
will be kept secret.144
The reward offered in this advertisement equated to a monstrous 2,500 gulden.145
In setting these large rewards, those behind crowdsourcing advertisements
looked towards the financial sensibilities of the newspaper reader. This was
especially apparent in incidents of lost property, where the incentives offered
usually matched, or exceeded, the original value of a missing item. For example, in
October 1645, an advertisement promised 50 gulden to the returner of a stolen
‘apple-blossom coloured cloth’.146 This item most likely held a sentimental value.
In other instances, the advertisements clearly outlined both the worth of
missing property, and the incentives offered:
On Easter evening a diamond ring worth 20 gulden was lost, the finder will
receive a 15 gulden reward from the Weesknecht.147
On 8 August there was lost in Delft a gold and black ring, with a thick square
jewel, worth around 400 gulden. Whoever has found the same is kindly
requested to address the knecht of the goldsmiths’ guild in Delft, for which
they will receive a reward of 50 gulden.148
Clearly, these enticements are worth significantly less than the lost items in
question. Here, those appealing for help were either competing with the cash that
these jewels would obtain at the pawnshop, or relying on the kindness of strangers.
Occasionally paired with these rewards was the right to anonymity. This
aspect of incentivising was aimed at those with connections to the criminal
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underworld, who were perhaps fearful of retribution for their assistance.149 As Van
der Heijden points out, these informers may have lived in close proximity to
criminals in the densely populated cities of the Dutch Republic. 150 The eventual
reporting of offenders from these neighbours was driven not only by the promise of
cash, but also by frustration, and the avoidance of disgrace by association.151
This withholding of names, however, was not just directed at willing
collaborators. It also looked to encourage criminals to return stolen items, as one
advertisement made bluntly clear:
On 9 September there was stolen in Amsterdam a variety of jewellery,
including a large diamond ring, worth 600 gulden . . . as well as a silver
watch with a silver chain, worth 72 gulden. Whoever finds the same is
requested to deliver them to Jan Fredericksz Stam . . . for which they will
receive 400 gulden, and will have their name kept secret. Even if the thief
returns the goods they will receive the same.152
Those who appealed for help through advertisements were often willing to stake
considerable amounts in the process. With this culture of reward on display, a final
vital component of crowdsourcing in Dutch newspapers was a point of contact. This
was an individual who would ultimately receive the fresh information, lost
property, or missing individuals demanded by the advertisements.
As discussed previously, those closest to misfortune were seldom named in
the newspapers, and this relative absence encompasses the role of the point of
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Figure 3.5: Gerard ter Borch, Omroeper op een marktplein, c. 1630-35 (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, RP-T-1887-A824).

contact.153 Instead of naming themselves or close familial associates as contacts,
those appealing for assistance usually looked towards prominent figures in Dutch
society, such as public officials. Naturally, those who worked for the local
authorities featured in serious incidents of lawbreaking, such as homicides and
prison escapes.154 Yet, they also appeared in incidents that were far removed from
these mass public disturbances:
During the night from Monday to Tuesday there has been stolen in Haarlem
from a beer-boat from Zwolle (of skipper Tammert Hendricksz), a dark green
cloth of 38 and a quarter ell long. Whoever finds the same cloth is to
address themselves to the crier of Haarlem.155
Town criers, burgomasters, and magistrates were, thanks to their distinctive outfits,
recognisable figures in the Dutch Republic (figures 3.5 and 3.6).156 These well-

See Chapter Two, above.
ODC 33 (Amsterdam: Willemijntje Broersz, 10 August 1649), and OHD 28 (Haarlem: Abraham
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dressed individuals were not isolated from their local citizenry either. 157 In a letter
from 1679, the Englishman Henry Sidney observed with amazement that the
burgomaster of Amsterdam was able to walk ‘about the streets just like an ordinary
shopkeeper.’158 Town criers similarly journeyed on the streets of the United
Provinces to make proclamations. 159 This ease of accessibility made public officials a
useful contact to have when looking for help.

Figure 3.6: Jan Steen, The Burgomaster of Delft and his Daughter, 1655 (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, SK-A-4981).
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Another notable force in the advertisements were the so-called ‘knechts’ of guilds.
The number of guilds in the Low Countries grew dramatically from 1560-1670.160
These institutions are best known as localised regulators of different trades,
including painting and pastry baking. 161 They drew up rules of practice, provided
training for apprentices, and supervised the quality and prices of goods and
services.162 Guilds, however, were not just economic watchdogs, as they also had a
wider societal role.163 For instance, they aided the urban poor by providing funds
for local hospices and food collections. 164 Another facet of this supportive purpose
emerged in announcements concerning missing property:
Between 1 and 6 November there was lost a ring with a large blue jewel.
Whoever finds it is requested to address Francois Wolfswinckel, knecht of
the goldsmiths’ guild, and they will receive a good reward.165
On 24 May there was stolen in the night fourteen slabs of shoe leather from
a tannery in the new ring of Amsterdam. Whoever returns the leather to the
knecht of the tanners’ guild in Amsterdam will receive a good reward. 166
Although the Dutch word ‘knecht’ literally means ‘servant’, the job within a guild
context was far more secretarial in nature. Responsibilities included organising
meetings, maintaining the guildhall, and arranging funeral ceremonies for
members.167 In dealing with missing property, the knechts may have been able to
organise the repair of found items before returning them to their rightful owners.
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Figure 3.7: Rembrandt van Rijn, Sampling Officials of the Amsterdam Draper’s Guild, 1662 (Rijksmuseum,
Amsterdam, SK-C-6).

Knechts even appeared in the art of the Dutch Golden Age. The hatless figure at the
back of Rembrandt’s Sampling Officials of the Amsterdam Draper’s Guild has long
been recognised as the ‘servant’ of the institution (figure 3.7).168 In 1666, four years
after this painting was made, the knecht of the same guild appeared in a
newspaper appeal for the return of some stolen cloth.169 Ultimately, the knechts in
the advertisements personify the role Dutch guilds played in both commerce, and
the wider community.
Courantiers also listed themselves as points of contact in their own
publications. This practice was done by the first two printers of the Courante uyt
Italien:

Marjorie E. Wieseman, 'Artistic Conventions' in Jonathan Bikker et al (eds.), Rembrandt, The Late
Works (London, 2015), p. 129; Benjamin Binstock, 'Seeing Representations; or, The Hidden Master in
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Last Monday a piece of gold and silver cloth was lost. It is three fingers in
width, 24 to 25 ellen long. If found it is to be delivered to Jan van Hilten,
with a reward due for the finder.170
On 30 August 1656 a gold chain with four pearls was lost, which has now
been found by a gentleman here. The owner is requested to address the
courantier, Otto Barentsz Smient, in order to retrieve the lost chain and
present a reward to the finder.171
Similarly, whoever had misplaced a sack of valuables in the Haarlemmerhout in
1663 could find them with the most successful newspaperman of the Dutch Golden
Age: Abraham Casteleyn.172

Figure 3.8: Jan de Bray, Abraham Casteleyn and his Wife, Margarieta van Bancken, 1663 (Rijksmuseum,
Amsterdam, SK-A-3280).

CID 51 (Amsterdam: Jan van Hilten, 19 December 1643).
CID 6 (Amsterdam: Otto Barentsz Smient, 10 February 1657).
172 OHD 23 (Haarlem: Abraham Casteleyn, 5 June 1663), and Der Weduwen, Newspapers, p. 75.
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As with public officials, newspaper publishers were easily reachable figures. Their
print shops were regularly open to receive walk-in customers, and they were
usually based in city centres.173 Jan van Hilten was headquartered around the
corner from the Amsterdam stock exchange, and Abraham Casteleyn’s print shop
could be found on Haarlem’s main square (figure 3.9).174 Ultimately, as Der
Weduwen rightly advocates, the growing notoriety of newspapermen brought fresh
responsibilities, and this is certainly reflected in the announcements.175
Still, courantiers mostly appeared as contacts for incidents that had
occurred close to their headquarters. In advertisements that concerned events
away from these hubs, the responsibility was usually devolved to local booksellers,
as these two advertisements, printed in Amsterdam and Haarlem respectively,
demonstrate:
A valuable pocket watch has been found in Amersfoort. Whoever may have
lost it will be able to retrieve it from Joost Plassachert, bookseller in
Amersfoort.176
There has been stolen in Middelburg a watch with a gold casing, made in
Blois, with a golden chain. If anyone has found or bought the watch then
they are kindly requested to address themselves to Pieter van Goethem,
bookseller in Middelburg, and they will be reimbursed and rewarded.177
Booksellers interacted with their colleagues in the newspaper trade in two main
ways. First, they were integral to the wider distribution of newspapers in the Dutch
Republic.178 Booksellers received regular batches of newspapers, and organised
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Figure 3.9: The illuminated sign on the left-hand side marks Abraham Castelyn’s print shop. Gerrit Adriaensz
Berckheyde, Haarlem City hall with figures on the Grote markt, 1671 (Frans Hals Museum, Haarlem).

local subscriptions.179 Second, booksellers also frequently used newspaper
advertisements to promote their own products. 180 Given this familiarity, booksellers
may have been willing to place announcements on behalf of their own customers.
This twofold relationship allowed booksellers to act as effective middlemen
between those seeking assistance, and the newspapers.
Points of contact did not always have to be solitary individuals. Particularly
concerned and well-connected persons were able to list multiple assistants in their
advertisements:
All are notified that various jewels were stolen from a house in Dordrecht,
including 606 large pearls . . . and a variety of rings and earrings with
179
180
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precious jewels. Whoever finds the jewels is kindly requested to address
themselves in Dordrecht to Jasper and Joannis Goris, in Haarlem to
Abraham Casteleyn and in Amsterdam to the beursknecht, for which they
will receive a good reward.181
These numerous connections were designed to combat the improved mobility of
criminals and stolen items.182
In listing public officials, knechts, newspapermen, and booksellers as points
of contact, those behind crowdsourcing advertisements were able to rely on
prominent individuals in Dutch society. Although they came from a variety of
occupations, these individuals were united by their approachability. With these
accessible figures in place, those appealing for help also regularly offered rewards.
These enticements looked to offset the financial and physical implications of
returning items, apprehending individuals, and delivering information. In providing
rewards and points of contact, those who crowdsourced through Dutch
newspapers tried as hard as they could to bring their predicaments to a satisfactory
end.
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Conclusion: A Measure of Success
By 1668, fifty years after the birth of the Dutch periodical press, crowdsourcing in
their newspapers had reached dramatic new heights:
The magistrates of Vlissingen give notice that Johan Hoyel, a citizen of their
town, has, by sinister means, escaped from jail with help from the maid of
the jailer. Hoyel is around 27 years old, is short, lean of face, and has all his
hair cut off, and was last wearing a wig. He was in jail for some time, kept
there for manslaughter committed in Sint Adolfsland, against the person of
Jochem Leendertsz Harinck. He was due to be executed by the sword,
conforming to the sentence handed down by the magistrates of Vlissingen.
The magistrates hereby forbid anyone from assisting Hoyel and the maid in
their escape from justice, on pain of corporal punishment. If anyone is able
to point out Hoyel, and ensure his arrest, then they will receive a reward of
3,000 gulden. Information leading to the arrest of the maid, named
Margriete, who is around 18 or 19 years old, and is of moderate height, with
a long and blushing face, will receive a reward of 1,000 gulden. All are urged
to do their utmost to ensure that this evil is punished properly, in order to
divert God’s wrath from this land. As resolved by the magistrates on 4
December.183
This advertisement offers far more than just a thrilling escape with subtle romantic
undercurrents. It also conveniently outlines a number of components that were
regularly used by those who appealed for assistance through Dutch newspapers. At
the core of the announcement is a concisely outlined problem, which it looks to
resolve by promoting the issue to a wider audience. In order to incentivise potential
helpers, two gargantuan rewards are offered for whoever is able to bring Hoyel and
Margriete in. The appearances of these suspects are described in a
characteristically unpolished manner. Remarkably, all of these elements revolve
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around an incident in Vlissingen, a city located 170 kilometres away from Haarlem,
where the advertisement was printed.184
These features were fundamentally designed to bring about favourable
conclusions. It is worth wondering, therefore, if the advertisements were indeed
successful in settling the problems that they described. One possible gauge of their
usefulness can be seen, as Dahl argues, in the sheer growth and persistence of
crowdsourcing announcements in seventeenth-century Dutch newspapers.185
Whilst this is a point worth making, a lack of specificity still leaves much to be
desired.
The search for post-publication resolutions, nevertheless, presents a
formidable task. Many of the incidents described in the advertisements remain
untraceable, especially when trying to find out if lost items were ever returned. 186
Wills and diaries may provide a few clues, but locating these documents is tricky as
most of the victims behind these appeals remain nameless.187 For advertisements
detailing crime, court records may provide some insights into their eventual
dénouements, although a completeness is far from assured.188
A few endings are known thanks to other printed works. For instance, an
announcement published on 10 July 1668 informed readers that a fugitive called
Johan Breugel was on the run.189 2,000 gulden was offered to whoever was able to
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apprehend him.190 A pamphlet, printed in December 1668, does indeed confirm
that Breugel was eventually caught.191 Whilst it does outline the brutal punishment
that Breugel received, the publication does not describe how much of a role, if any,
newspaper advertising played in ensuring his capture.192
Occasionally, the announcements themselves provided closure to problems
that had previously been publicised:
The money which went missing in the house of Michiel Jacobsz Rosemareyn
(as divulged in the last newspaper), was left in a different shop due to a
hasty transaction, and has now been returned to the rightful owner. This
notification serves to restore the reputation of Rosemareyn.193
The aforementioned newspaper issue has, frustratingly, not survived. Nonetheless,
this advertisement does show that reunions with lost property did happen.
Moreover, Rosemareyn’s hasty attempt to rectify his status also provides an insight
into the influence these notifications could carry.
Another indicator of influence can be seen in a bewildering drama that
played out on the pages of the Oprechte Haerlemse Courant (figure 4.1). On 25
August 1661 (OS), readers were informed that Jacobus Weyns and Lijsbeth Pieters
Grouweringh had fled Utrecht with some stolen goods.194 A few months later, on 1
November, the couple in question took out an advertisement, which said that they
had not stolen the goods, but had bought them perfectly legally.195 This, however,
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turned out to be an elaborate ruse. An announcement printed on 14 January 1662
notified readers of their deception, and offered a ‘good reward’ in exchange for

Figure 4.1: A previous advertisement is revealed to be false. OHS 2 (Haarlem: Abraham Casteleyn, 14 January
1662). Noord-Hollands Archief.
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the missing items.196 With this remarkable back-and-forth, our story appears to
have come full circle. Crowdsourcing advertisements, which had been employed to
help solve crime, were now also being used as an instrument for abetting it.
The search for happy endings can be so engrossing that it ultimately
undermines a more important point: the willingness of individuals and institutions
to take out advertisements that appealed for assistance in the first place. Over a
remarkably short amount of time, the Dutch had developed a fresh, clear, and
coherent way of crowdsourcing solutions to the problems of their day. Succinct
notifications in newspapers, which could be produced in under twenty-four hours
after an occurrence, usually provided readers with detailed backgrounds,
prominent points of contact, and substantial rewards in order to assist their
labours.
This genre of advertising went alongside other established ways of
crowdsourcing in the United Provinces. Individuals could appeal for help by meeting
with their neighbourhood association, paying the town crier to proclaim a private
announcement, or by posting a placard on a nearby noticeboard (figure 4.2). 197
Nonetheless, newspapers were especially innovative in their ability to take
problems to a national audience, and this geographical reach was especially useful
for victims of misfortune.
Crowdsourcing announcements from seventeenth-century Dutch
newspapers offer an endless treasury of stories. These narratives, as Pettegree
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Figure 4.2: Public noticeboards, a localised crowdsourcing platform. Jan Abrahamsz Beerstraten, The Paalhuis
and the Nieuwe Brug, Amsterdam, in the Winter, c. 1640-1666 (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, SK-A-20).

Figure 4.3: The dangers of excess and carelessness are outlined in this painting. An inebriated couple are
unaware that they are being robbed. Jan Steen, The Drunken Couple, c. 1660 (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, SK-C232).
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argues, played a crucial role in humanising the news.198 The news reports that
appeared above the advertisements were typically dull in tone, international in
focus, and deprived of explanatory information. 199 In sharp contrast,
announcements that appealed for assistance were far less distant, offering
countless glimpses into ordinary life within the Dutch Republic. They provided
detailed insights into the clothes people wore, the goods they bought, and the
attitudes they formed towards others. More significantly, the announcements also
brought into focus the problems that were disrupting a crowded and prosperous
country. They showed that even incredible wealth could not eradicate carelessness
from some of the richest in society. These regular tales of misfortune and criminal
undertakings provided newspaper readers with constant notes of caution (figure
4.3).200 Above all else, the crowdsourcing solutions of the seventeenth-century
Dutch Republic exposed the grit lying beneath the Golden Age.
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